1 Introduction : risk, uncertainty and supply chain confidence
The world around us is changing . This has been and will always be true . For most of the past century information technology, more than any other discipline, has played a pivotal role in our ability to initiate, foster and endure change . Today, we can imagine a world of frictionless commerce, a world where every person has access to a virtually unlimited number of products, a world of endless opportunities, one in which our most immediate co-workers can be thousands of miles away and where our boss may speak a language we do not even understand . We do not know whether all of us will fully experience such a world soon . Yet we do know that we will witness more changes in the way we live and work than many generations before us .
The fundamental difference in today's business environment-when we compare it to past ones -is that changes occur faster and in virtually all areas of our discipline . Supply chain management and logistics are no exception . Both have seen, fostered and enabled many improvements over the years . On the downside, supply chain managers today face an unparalleled degree of complexity . Product lifecycles have substantially shortened leading to continuous changes in internal business processes. Customer demands for flawless delivery have increased whilst tolerance for errors has virtually been eradicated . Customers today expect a lot more customisation of products and services than they have in the past, with most of this variance leading away from standardised processes. A keen focus on core competencies has led to increasing levels of supply chain outsourcing, which necessitates cooperation among partner companies to a much larger extent whilst H-CL . Hanebeck and B. Tracey giving up essential control in many cases. Globalisation has taken a predominant role within supply chains as companies strive to utilise cheaper and/or more skilled labour than would be available in their home countries.
All of the developments shown in Figure I have led to a tremendous increase in complexity and, subsequently, in risk . It is exactly this risk that leads to inefficiencies throughout supply chains, as we will illustrate in this paper. Yet, before we can discuss supply chain risk, its causes and also remedies, we need to differentiate between uncertainty and risk . By definition, uncertainty cannot be predicted and has to be separated from risk in that the first is a truly unknown future state and the second a statistical probability . In this sense, Frank Knight has defined risk as "measurable uncertainty" [1] . True uncertainty, according to Knight, is a doubt about the future that cannot be reduced to known probabilities and cannot be insured against. The processes of supply chain management deal mostly with risk and only to a small degree with uncertainty . The key to understanding inefficiency in supply chains is that it is always caused by a combination of measurable risk and true uncertainty at the same time . An example of risk evaluation is the assessment of how many deliveries actually get to customers on time while an example of uncertainty is whether or not the delivery truck will encounter an accident along the route. 
Shorter Product Lifecycles
The above differentiation is important in two ways . First, it is pivotal to understand that risk can be controlled and systematically reduced whilst uncertainty can only be reacted to . Second, both risk and uncertainty lead to a lack of confidence [2] . Since uncertainty is outside our control, we will focus our discussion for now on risk . The mere existence of supply chain risk leads to a deadly spiral, in that risk will foster a lack of confidence and a lack of confidence in turn will broaden risk . Figure 2 below shows this downward spiral between risk and lack of confidence. In its essence, it can be concluded that whilst common sense and intuition are often the basis for decision-making, they can just as
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The role of location in supply chain management 15 1 easily fail as succeed . Supply chain managers usually rely on little or no quantitative or qualitative information when they are faced with critical decisions . The natural reaction, more often than not, is to create stability and security by increasing a variety of buffers such as production capacities or the stock of input materials. A good example of a lack of confidence is to ask the question why companies carry inventory . The main reason for inventory is a lack of confidence. Supplies might not arrive in time for production runs and could be short of required quantities. In addition, there could be quality flaws or the production schedule could be changed at the last minute to require more supplies than initially anticipated. All ofthese arguments are very common objections from procurement, warehouse and production managers . Yet, they are all based on a lack of confidence. For the most part, companies do not believe their suppliers will actually deliver what they promise. In addition, there are very few companies that actually trust their own plans and schedules .
A second and equally insightful example is that of availability-to-promise . A sales person might quote a longer than necessary time to deliver simply because he does not know what can potentially happen between taking the order and its delivery to the customer. As a result, the whole supply chain suffers because now uncertainty spreads across all following links in the chain . Yet, there is a second and equally important implication, in that the overall performance of the supply chain will be affected. The underlying problem is one of successfully achieving goals that are set too lax . This phenomenon has been named after its inventor as Parkinson's Law . It simply states that systems tend to assimilate to their boundary conditions, which will, in the above example, lead to longer lead times that in turn lead to less confidence and result in the promise of even longer lead times and so on.
Christopher and Lee have researched the concept of supply chain confidence in detail and have identified two remedies to stop and reverse the downward risk and confidence spiral [2] . They conclude that a lack of confidence stems from a lack of visibility and also from a lack of control over events in the supply chain . As a result, managers have to find innovative ways to create supply chain visibility and control . This paper supports a more comprehensive view, in that location is actually needed to create visibility and enable a tight control of supply chain processes, as shown in Figure 3 . Location, in the context of this paper, refers to the ability to identify the whereabouts and status of assets, materials or people. Yet, as the next section will illustrate, location in and by itself is of little inherent value unless we can place it into an information-rich context to ultimately create useful knowledge .
2 Control, location and supply chain visibility
In this section, we will define location [3] and illustrate how it specifically enables both visibility and control . To understand location, it is necessary to look at those factors that constitute it. Whenever we talk about a location that we have visited and appreciated, we have explicit and mostly precise mental images in front of our inner eye . The location of that small restaurant in Rome or the Eiffel Tower in Paris are burned into our memories forever and are intertwined into a variety of other emotions that we have experienced whilst being in those exact places. Yet, much less romantic vector coordinates of latitude and longitude can also define these very same locations. In the more technical environment of supply chain management, this would be the preferred way to describe and communicate information about a location. Independent of how we see location, a main question is whether the information about location by itself contains value?
A simple and straightforward answer is`No' . Location in and by itself does not and cannot contain value. Only when location is put into a relevant context does it become valuable and can it be utilised for various purposes . Knowing precisely where we are on a highway is of little value unless particular knowledge about a traffic jam down the road is overlaid. Likewise, it is of little to no value to know someone else's location in relation to our own unless a specific circumstance arises . For example, the location of a delivery truck is irrelevant to us unless we are a production manager holding up the manufacturing process and making a decision on the next production run whilst waiting for a critical part in a package on that truck.
Based on these observations, location is understood as a broader concept beyond geographical position and includes so-called overlay information and knowledge . Figure 4 builds the above hierarchy of location based on three levels of increasing value . First, location data in and by itself does not contain value other than that the two following levels build on it. Placing location data in a more understandable context, such as identifying a location by its street address (mapping) increases its value, as users are now able to relate to it. Once other relevant information such as traffic, road conditions and distance becomes available, location knowledge results can be utilised to evade an unpleasant circumstance such as a traffic jam. In summary, location is never more than a reference point that can and always should be utilised as an ingredient to draw more intelligent conclusions . Supply chains today are as important as they are because consumers want to buy products when they need them and where they can easily obtain them. In marketing, this simple observation is often referred to as the place and time utility of a product . Supply chain management enables place and time utility, which leads to a much more prominent role for location than it does in other areas of a company . To assess the location of an asset, material or person, we need to either know a place or a time and can subsequently provide the other. A simple example would be to instruct truck drivers to call in when they cross the border between two countries. Due to knowledge of the location (only call when you cross the border), we can assess a lot of information, such as how long did it take from one location to the next or how long is it likely to take to get to a destination point. Beyond these simple calculations, we can use this location information as an input into planning and forecasting systems. The more information about the time it took to get from A to B we can feed into such planning systems, the more accurate their next planning run will be .
With the broader concept of location in place, we can now describe how location enables visibility . Visibility, in the context of this paper, refers to knowledge about the whereabouts and status of assets, goods and people . Supply chain managers often describe visibility with the analogy of a`glass pipeline', in that physical flows from first raw material to end-consumers are fully transparent to everyone along the supply chain process . To a supply chain manager at a given node, immediate visibility means that he can locate and pinpoint materials as they flow from inbound processes to company internal movements and finally to outbound shipments at any point in time . Yet, full visibility is much more than just the tracking of shipments from point A to B. Visibility, as shown in Figure 5 , also includes the free sharing of information in a truly collaborative environment and the adoption of business processes to consider not only location information but also to allow for the ability to identify location . Further, monitoring and notification services (event management) have to be in place and closely tied into planning and execution systems so that users do not have to oversee business processes manually at all times. 
Components that Enhance Visibility
The five components of visibility are: collaboration, planning & execution, processes, event management and location. Collaboration is important because relevant information needs to be presented in the right information system at the right time and to the right person . This implies that many different systems need to be closely integrated in order for
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visibility to function well . Critical information that leads to implications at later nodes but is only available to one node in the supply chain is of little or no value, as all the other nodes are left in the dark. This observation is true for location information ; independent of where and through whom it originated. It has little value unless it is shared freely . Planning and execution systems provide vital information about what is supposed to happen within a given segment of the supply chain . Without a close tie into these systems, extraordinary events such as under-or over shipments throughout the supply chain will not be easily detected, as a basis for comparison would be missing . Secondly, it is equally important that actual data about what has happened in a supply chain is fed back into planning and execution systems so that planning accuracy can be improved.
Obviously, the design and implementation of business processes determines what is done as well as when and how something is done . Processes have to be designed flexibly and with exceptions in mind so that the latter can be acted upon. Lastly, business processes have to reach across organisational boundaries to be sufficient in an environment that freely shares visibility information . Event Management is the ability to monitor and notify when variables move outside of predefined boundaries . Without an event management system that contains business rules, event definitions and milestone boundaries, extraordinary occurrences in the supply chain may or may not be detected efficiently . The key to event management is that supply chain managers should only be notified when things go wrong. Location is the primary ingredient to visibility because it provides information about the status and whereabouts of assets, materials and people . Yet, without all of the above components, its value is severely limited and will not yield the desired result of creating the`glass pipeline' .
As this definition of location has illustrated, true value stems from the overlay of many different pieces of information far beyond location data. The four other components of visibility can be considered providers of such overlay information that lead to the creation of location knowledge . It is only natural that visibility is a form of location knowledge and also an end product of various information overlays. Thus, visibility increases supply chain confidence because the status and whereabouts of assets, material and people in the supply chain is transparent to those who need to know.
The ability to act upon deviations from plan can be viewed as exercising supply chain control. In a more general understanding, control is the ability to exercise power over someone or something . For the purpose of this paper, supply chain control is defined as the ability to identify and successfully react to changing circumstances . The difference between visibility and control is an important one because it may be possible to detect extraordinary circumstances, but, at the same time, impossible to react. As Figure 6 shows, control is virtually synonymous with the ability to intervene. Yet, intervention is only possible after decision-making takes place and, in most cases, communication has happened. Decision-making, in turn, is impossible without visibility as a solid foundation and supplier of necessary facts . Visibility, as we have illustrated, hinges, amongst other factors, on location . A simple example where visibility and control do not coincide is that of a supply chain manager who receives a GPS-triggered alert notification about a break-in at a freight container close to Lake Baikal in Russia. Whilst it is important to know that a break-in is occurring, there usually is little the manager can do about the fact that he is being robbed. For professional thieves, it takes about five minutes on average to empty a fully loaded freight container. Unless the manager is closely collaborating with local authorities, thieves and goods will have long vanished by the time the Russian police even understand what has happened and what they are supposed to do. In this section we have described two essential components that will restore supply chain confidence: visibility and control . Both are enabled by location information, which is defined as a hierarchy of increasing value depending on how much overlay information is applied to location information . The next section is focused on how companies can design and implement an information system that provides visibility throughout the supply chain and allows managers along the process to exercise control over exceptional circumstances .
Information technology architecture
To understand the technical architecture necessary to provide the ability to capture, analyse and react to location-oriented information, a proper understanding of the hierarchy of location feedback is critical . Figure 7 expresses this hierarchy in terms of technology evolution . It shows that, as the technology improves, so does the reliability and security . Yet the cost ofinformation also increases. Global positioning : Bob has a GPS device permanently attached to his head . We poll the device and it returns the street corner as his current location .
Except for the obvious ethical issues, the GPS model is clearly the most reliable . The first two options allow for human error, the Cell model presumes Bob has his cell phone with him . The GPS model, though by far the most expensive of the options, offers us the maximum confidence that Bob is at the corner .
The same model applies for tracking location within the supply chain :
Passive check call : a warehouse management system tells us that a particular box is within the warehouse .
Cell Site Triangulation : A delivery truck driver's cell phone is programmed to send a location derived from cell site triangulation every 15 minutes. A report is received that the driver's cell phone is in the vicinity of the warehouse.
Global positioning: a delivery truck has a GPS device permanently attached to its frame. We poll the device and it returns the warehouse as its current location .
In reality, even an optimised supply chain solution cannot rely solely on one particular model. Our ideal scenario would be to attach GPS devices to all objects within the supply chain. Though ideal, this would be an absolutely impractical and ridiculously expensive model. Given today's technology, a practical solution involves combining the check call models with the more definitive GPS model. In this model, we can start with the largest containers, e.g . trucks, and place GPS devices on these mobile containers . All items needing to be tracked are scanned as they are packaged in boxes. Boxes are scanned as they are placed in larger boxes, then pallets, then containers, and so on until the final containers are scanned as they are loaded onto the GPS-tracked container, in this case, a truck.
At each level of scanning, an association is created between the children (the objects being packaged) and the parent (the container objects) . A hierarchy arises that finally becomes associated with the GPS-tracked parent . As such, the GPS location from the final parent can be applied to the objects that are temporarily associated to it .
Given this model, the needs of a supporting technical architecture begin to appear . Clearly, an immediate need is access to the critical location and association data . GPS data acquisition can occur directly, via wireless interaction with a GPS device, or indirectly, through integration with another system that has already captured the data . Similarly, access to association data can occur directly, via wireless or wired interaction with handheld device scanners or RFID scanning systems, or, again indirectly, via integration with another system . It is quite realistic to presume that any architecture providing services across any reasonable span of the supply chain will need to implement most, if not all, of the above data input mechanisms .
To complicate matters, none of the above capture methods is standardised according to a single structure . There are a large variety of mountable GPS devices now available on the market. The devices use different data structure models for reporting location information, as well as using many different wireless networks . Further, the devices may support a large variation in functionality such as geofencing, polling ability, set interval reporting, and asset telemetry data capture. Similarly, handheld device scanners and RFID scanning systems also come in all shapes and sizes, run different operating systems, use unique data models and operate via multiple wireless and wireline networks .
System integration can be equally variable regardless of whether the data is association or GPS location data . Again, we deal with multiple operating systems and multiple data structures ; sometimes integration API's or data adaptors exist, at other times, a custom integration method is needed .
As Figure 8 shows, the cornerstone of our architecture is a data store containing normalised data from all sources. If we fail to normalise the data, all our internal processing and analysis algorithms will need to be customised per a data source model. It should also be understood that the GPS model is simply the best model available today . CPS does have limitations, such as vertically clear access to the GPS satellite system. In addition, US-based GPS pinpoints location only to within 36 metres . Europe is considering an alternative satellite system with an anticipated accuracy of within one metre. Also, a mounted device could use cell site triangulation as an alternative to GPS and still provide a location directly associated to an asset such as a truck . In a nutshell, though the hierarchy of location maps today towards specific technologies, the model is primarily about the degrees of separation between a location tracking target and the location tracking mechanism . For instance, GPS is available for handheld devices . Using these devices in the hands of a driver to track a truck is much closer to the active check call or cell site triangulation models as illustrated above .
As such, regardless of the technologies employed, the key to the architecture remains the normalised data store . The structure of this storage is important . Association relationships can be stored in a recursively accessible hierarchy . The data must, however, remain temporal . All associations occur over a limited period of time . The ultimate parent location data is related to single instances in time . For instance, a box is loaded on a truck at 11 :30AM and unloaded at 2 :30PM . The truck has a GPS device programmed to report location at the top of each hour . As such, our data store should be able to tell us the box's derived location at 12 :OOPM, 1 :OOPM and 2 :OOPM, but the truck's location at 3 :OOPM has absolutely no relevance to the box .
This temporal aspect of our data store is critical to understand when optimising the data store . The separation between`current' and`historical' data becomes quite Data Capture and Storage 160 H-C . L . Hanebeck and B . Tracey important . In the supply chain, the value of visibility is directly related to time. Current data is in highest demand . The retail manager wants to know where their incoming stock is right now. They will settle for the fact that 10 minutes ago it was 10 miles away, maybe even that an hour ago it was 50 miles away, but it is unlikely that the manager cares that their package was in Cleveland two weeks ago . Consider the commodity of stock market pricing, for instance. A subscription to one minute delayed stock price data is significantly more expensive than a 15-minute delayed feed. Any single snapshot of data tends to lose value very quickly over time . However, this does not imply that aggregated snapshots in a historical collection do not have value . In fact, many stock feed providers explicitly restrict a subscriber from creating a historical collection. The same concepts apply to the supply chain and the data store can be optimised to reflect that.
Recent data needs to be quickly exposed and analysed. A`real-time' optimised data structure can be built specifically to manage the more recent collection of data. As well, à historical' optimised data structure can be built to focus more on trend analysis and reporting, essentially more of a data warehouse construct.
To round out our architecture, a client application is needed in order to share the analysis of the system's data collection. Depending on the particular implementation, the client application can have a variety of features . Event Management, for instance, can be used to supply notifications based on business rules applied to incoming real-time data. Full mapping and dashboard interfaces can be created to provide managerial views representing status collections across areas of the supply chain, e .g. display the location of all this morning's incoming receivables. Reporting interfaces can provide valuable insight into mission-critical trends, such as a report comparing the on-time percentages of my different suppliers .
There is no ultimate architecture that will apply equally well to all scenarios . However, by anticipating the inherent change and evolution of location tracking technologies ; focusing on a variety of flexible data input models ; optimising a normalised data structure model with an appreciation for the temporal nature of the data; and providing a useful and business-oriented client application, a cost saving and beneficial architecture will arise .
Supply chain maturity
As the previous sections have illustrated, it takes much more than just tracking of assets, materials and people to fully utilise location. We have shown that supply chains today are exposed to more risk than in past decades, which ultimately leads to an increasing lack of confidence . This lack of confidence manifests itself in inefficiencies, such as higher cost and longer lead times, but also in lower quality and less flexibility. To remedy the lack of confidence, two main concepts of visibility and control have been introduced. Visibility refers to knowing where assets, materials and people are within the supply chain at any given point in time. Control is the ability to react to extraordinary circumstances . The data store architecture described in the last section combines and integrates many different location signals from four levels of location assessment . It effectively enables the collection and sharing of location information that ultimately creates visibility. A key question that arises from our model of location-based supply chain management is how companies can use and utilise the ideas presented in this paper .
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The answer lies in the maturity of a given supply chain . Not every supply chain and every company is, or needs to be, at the same level of maturity . The situation and particular requirements within specific industries will determine a required minimum and feasible maximum level of supply chain maturity with regard to location-based technologies . We can safely assume that most companies will utilise location technology in the long run, just as companies use personal computers and fax machines today.
Neither of these latter technologies was taken for granted when they first emerged . Yet they have integrated into our work sphere so seamlessly that we do not even question their existence today .
Supply chain location technologies are still not fully understood and also not as mature as they need to be to reach a stage of complete ubiquity . It is easy to envision that packaging in three to five years from now will already have radio frequency (RF) chips fully integrated . These`smart tags' would allow for consistent package-level tracking from the moment these packaging materials are sold and serve as supplies to a manufacturer who will take them into usage to transport his own products to his customers . However, we are still at the humble beginnings of location technology .
As illustrated in the previous section, we can differentiate between four levels of increasing sophistication in location tracking . These should strictly serve as examples but it is unlikely that they are the last stage of the location technology evolution . In Figure 9 below, we use them to show one possible example of how increasing technology sophistication goes hand in hand with increasing maturity . However, this absolutely does not have to be the case . There will be just as many companies that will never apply or need to reach the level of GPS technologies . As we will illustrate later in this section, each company needs to assess the level of its own location requirements in a first step of self-assessment and then determine its own level of maturity in a second step, in order to devise a plan of action on how to get from the current maturity level to the desired one. In extreme cases, this could even mean that companies determine that it is best to scale back rather than forward .
Naturally, few companies that want to get started in location-based supply chain technologies will jump far ahead of the curve to apply the most sophisticated technology right from the beginning . In most cases, an iterative approach to improvements and technology implementation is not only more feasible but also more appropriate .
One such iterative method is a four-step continuous improvement cycle that begins with devising an idea for improvement, then planning its implementation, to continue with measuring results and then conclude in devising the next round of improvements, only to begin all over again . Seen in this light, the application of location-based supply chain technology is really a cycle of continuous improvements as shown in the lower left corner of Figure 9 . A typical location technology evolution over time could potentially begin with the application of a handheld computer that includes barcode scanning and the ability to wirelessly transmit information back to a central database . This solution easily enables passive check calls, yet would need software and/or hardware modifications to move to the next higher level of location assessment technology . In our example, we consider this the beginning level of supply chain visibility.
H-C. L. Hanebeck and B. Tracev Once passive check calls are implemented and function well, the company in question will be likely to move to the next level of improvements and will begin to design and plan for the implementation of an active check call system . This requires modifications of the software and will lead to the next higher level of performance measurement on our upward improvement spiral . As Figure 9 shows, the company will continue to improve until it has reached the highest level of maturity in technology or until it has reached cost-benefit saturation . This latter point is of vital importance since not every company will reach its fullest supply chain maturity with the most sophisticated technology available. As we have pointed out in the last section, there are many determinants of which technology constitutes the highest maturity level for a given company. There certainly is not a one-fits-all answer to this question .
With the general concept of supply chain maturity in place, we can now propose a three-dimensional framework based on supply chain maturity, application area and location technology sophistication . This framework intends to serve two purposes : to assess the current status of a supply chain; and to allow for location technology implementation planning . Supply chain managers can assess their current situation and devise the necessary steps they need to take to get to the next level of supply chain maturity . Figure 10 illustrates the three-dimensional framework as a decision cube in which each company can position itself. On the first axis is the maturity of a company, which will directly determine its value perception. Less mature companies tend to discard or ignore location technologies, whilst very mature companies will have a clear understanding of their value and will have used them for many years. Two very good examples of extremely mature companies are FedEx and UPS . Both have extensively used package tracking as a competitive advantage to clearly differentiate them from government-run postal services such as USPS . We anticipate that innovative third-party logistics providers (3PL) will be the next set of companies to move to a level of high maturity due to their grasping the value proposition that location technologies provide.
The role of location in supply chain management The second dimension of the location technology framework specifies different application areas. Here, we can differentiate between tracking assets, materials and people . The latter, it goes without saying, will certainly require a tactful approach to location tracking and one that does not degenerate into mere surveillance, unless that is exactly what is needed . We have not explicitly considered the tracking of people for this reason . The four key location technology areas are asset tracking, item tracking, planning-execution feedback and proactive tracking . The first and second application areas are easy to understand and have been explained in detail in the last section. The closed feedback loop between planning and execution is highly relevant because it leads to higher planning stability, which leads to increased confidence . The same holds true for proactive supply chain management, which, in essence, refers to the ability to forecast future events based on past ones . We are quite aware that this technology is truly immature at the moment and is likely to take years to develop . However, with planning and execution feedback in place, it will be much more feasible than it is today. Proactive supply chain management can be the monitoring of supplier lead times and also unforeseen events, building probabilities that would warn users when probabilities go outside a defined boundary . In a simple example, a manufacturer can tie his supplier lead times and defaults for deliveries to seasons or weather conditions . He would then receive a warning, well ahead of time, when ice or snow are anticipated on the road for a given delivery route and day. He could take precautions by building slightly more inventory, knowing that several trucks have had breakdowns in these conditions before .
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The third dimension is that of technology sophistication . It reflects the hierarchy discussed in the last chapter . Not every supply chain location technology is suited for every company . As we have pointed out, these technologies vary greatly in reliability and also in price. In all cases where companies need high reliability, they are more likely to gravitate towards a GPS and satellite-based solution . There are obviously many more factors to consider. One such factor is wireless coverage, since digital cellular networks are not widely available and are, necessarily, centred on areas of major population density. Also, the lower levels of location technology sophistication require a higher level of trust in employees, whilst the more advanced technology levels can serve as a means to create absolute certainty . It is important to note that the four levels in our hierarchy can build on one another . A company that uses active check calls will be likely to also use passive check calls. As a result, the benefits of lower levels are not lost when a company moves up to the next higher one . Of course, cell network triangulation will not necessitate active check calls unless the drivers communicate other relevant information, such as the status and whereabouts of freight, along with his check call .
In summary, location-based supply chain technologies come in a variety of shapes and sizes . There is no single, best-suited technology that will fit every company equally well. For companies in all industries, it is important that they assess their current level of supply chain maturity and build a deliberate strategy on where they will need to be based on competitive and customer considerations . The three dimensional framework allows managers to assess their organisations' current maturity and plan what level of maturity to evolve to. The last section below will provide an outlook of how we see supply chain location technologies evolving over the next few years .
Conclusion and future trends
As discussed earlier, the value of snapshots of data and, in particular, supply chain data, decreases over time. As each minute passes, the snapshots become another step removed from current reality . The closer to real-time that a snapshot of data is visible the more directly it affects our immediate uncertainty regarding that data. Simply try and follow a close sports game on the internet. The draw to find the game on television or radio becomes irresistible ; there is a tangible delay between our visibility and what we know is real-time that creates a tension of uncertainty.
In the same example, imagine asking a person to place a bet on the outcome of the game. Then ask if they would like to see the status of the game on the internet (i.e. delayed a few minutes) or in real-time. The outcome of the game is uncertain, however, real-time visibility provides knowledge about the current status that helps convert uncertainty into more measurable risk.
Managers in the supply chain are forced to make bets every day. I bet stock won't arrive on time so I'll overload my inventory . I bet that truck will make it in time, so I'll start prepping the assembly line . As with any wager, these managers want as close to real-time visibility as possible to convert their uncertainty into more minimal risk.
Whilst real-time visibility clearly affects the model of wagering on outcomes by minimising uncertainty, historical analysis again plays a major role. Returning to the sports analogy, consider the depths of the insights with which our major league statisticians and odds-makers supply us. Team A is two runs down to Team B at the top of the 8th. The pitcher for Team B has never lost a home game in May. Team A has yet
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Even with real-time visibility, we only have a snapshot . Although the SEC ensures we are always reminded that`past performance is not a guarantee of future results', we also know that past performance is often the only indicator of future results. The manager's goods are in a truck approximately 3 hours away . However, it is a Monday, it is raining, traffic is heavy, and Joe is driving the truck. Historically, given these conditions, Joe arrives half an hour later than expected 6 out of 7 times. Although the actual arrival time of the goods is still unknown, the manager can convert his uncertainty into risk and start planning his day by making the wager that the goods will be late .
We now have two extremely powerful components that every good gambler or supply chain related manager should have : near real-time vision and historical trends & statistics . By enabling our technical architecture with these elements, we can greatly reduce our uncertainty into manageable risk . The question remains, can we do better?
Certainly, if snapshot value decreases as time passes, then snapshot data in the future is incredibly valuable . Of course, the concept is absolutely hypothetical . But how valuable is the knowledge of a stock price or a game score as it will be in 5 minutes. How about in an hour, or even tomorrow? The trend would continue . The further into the future that we could snapshoot a fact, the more valuable that fact becomes.
Unfortunately for the supply chain, just like stocks and sports, no one can definitively predict the future . However, we can certainly use the results of our hypothetical exercise to drive the desired direction of our ideal model.
Every day, all of us attempt to predict the future ; we just call it`looking ahead.' If there is bad weather, we leave early for work . If we want to eat dinner at our favourite restaurant on Saturday night, we call ahead and make a reservation . In either case, it wasn't all that mystical . When we get on the road in rough weather, sure enough, it was a good thing we left early, traffic is slow and we don't want to rush . When we get to the restaurant, we see the line out of the door for those that didn't make reservations . Are we shocked or surprised at our uncanny ability to predict the future? Not at all, this is just common sense.
As such, can we add common sense`thinking ahead' capabilities to our supply chain architecture? It can certainly happen . Consider the basic concept of integrating traffic information to our data store. Analysing our recent truck location information can reveal a truck is heading directly for a large delay. The truck may be 10 miles from the traffic delay and 30 miles from its delivery destination with a delivery time of 45 minutes. The system using only real-time location data and historical analysis may tell the receiving manager that all is good for the delivery to arrive on time . Instead, with the common sense module installed, our system can reasonably predict that the truck is in fact going to be delayed, and it can then contact the receiving manager with this delay notification, all before the truck driver even sees the traffic jam ahead.
Once we have these future-looking capabilities, we have a great opportunity to go beyond visibility and offer unique control features . In the previous example, imagine our system first consulting alternate routing options for the driver . The system could notify the driver of the upcoming delay and provide a workaround . The system can then re-calculate the trucks estimated arrival time and notify the receiving manager that the truck will only be a few minutes late .
